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Canonical correlation analysis (CCA) has been one of the most popular methods for frequency recognition
in steady-state visual evoked potential (SSVEP)-based brain–computer interfaces (BCIs). Despite its
eﬃciency, a potential problem is that using pre-constructed sine-cosine waves as the required reference
signals in the CCA method often does not result in the optimal recognition accuracy due to their
lack of features from the real electro-encephalo-gram (EEG) data. To address this problem, this study
proposes a novel method based on multiset canonical correlation analysis (MsetCCA) to optimize the
reference signals used in the CCA method for SSVEP frequency recognition. The MsetCCA method
learns multiple linear transforms that implement joint spatial ﬁltering to maximize the overall correlation
among canonical variates, and hence extracts SSVEP common features from multiple sets of EEG data
recorded at the same stimulus frequency. The optimized reference signals are formed by combination
of the common features and completely based on training data. Experimental study with EEG data
from 10 healthy subjects demonstrates that the MsetCCA method improves the recognition accuracy of
SSVEP frequency in comparison with the CCA method and other two competing methods (multiway
CCA (MwayCCA) and phase constrained CCA (PCCA)), especially for a small number of channels and
a short time window length. The superiority indicates that the proposed MsetCCA method is a new
promising candidate for frequency recognition in SSVEP-based BCIs.
Keywords: Brain–computer interface (BCI); electroencephalogram (EEG); multiset canonical correlation
analysis (MsetCCA); steady-state visual evoked potential (SSVEP).
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1.

Introduction

Brain–computer interfaces (BCIs) are communication systems that translate brain electrical
activities typically measured by electroencephalogram (EEG) into computer commands, and hence
assist to reconstruct communicative and environmental control abilities for severely disabled
people.1 – 6 Event-related potential (ERP), steadystate visual evoked potential (SSVEP) and eventrelated (de)synchronization (ERD/ERS) are usually
adopted for development of BCIs.7 – 14 In recent
years, SSVEP-based BCI has been increasingly studied since it requires less training to the user and
provides relatively higher information transfer rate
(ITR).11,15,16
When subject focuses attention on the repetitive ﬂicker of a visual stimulus, SSVEP is elicited
at the same frequency as the ﬂicker frequency and
also its harmonics over occipital scalp areas.17,18
Accordingly, SSVEP-based BCI is designed to detect
the desired commands through recognizing the
SSVEP frequency in EEG. Although original SSVEP
responses present relatively stable spectrums over
time, they are likely to be contaminated by ongoing EEG activities and other background noises.20,21
Therefore, development of an eﬀective algorithm to
recognize the SSVEP frequency with a high accuracy
and a short time window length (TW) is considerably
important for development of an SSVEP-based BCI
with high performance.
So far, various approaches have been proposed
to recognize SSVEP frequency for BCI applications.19 – 23 Among them, a canonical correlation
analysis (CCA)-based recognition method,21 ﬁrst
introduced by Lin et al., has aroused more interests of researchers. The CCA method implements
correlation maximization between the multichannel
EEG signals and the pre-constructed reference signals with sine-cosine waves at each of the used
stimulus frequencies. The stimulus frequency corresponding to the maximal correlation coeﬃcient
is then recognized as the SSVEP frequency. The
CCA method has shown signiﬁcantly better recognition performance than that of the traditional power
spectral density analysis (PSDA) using a single or
bipolar channel.21,24 Although the CCA method has
been validated by many studies on SSVEP-based
BCIs,24,25 a potential problem of this approach is
that all parameters for recognition are estimated

from test data since the reference signals of sinecosine waves do not include features from training
data. Hence, the CCA method often does not result
in the optimal recognition accuracy of SSVEP frequency due to possible overﬁtting, especially using
a short TW.26 – 28 Recently, a multiway extension of
CCA (MwayCCA)26 has been proposed by Zhang
et al. to optimize the reference signals used in the
CCA method from multiple dimensions of EEG
tensor data for SSVEP frequency recognition. The
MwayCCA method has shown improved recognition
performance of SSVEP frequency compared to the
CCA method. On the other hand, a phase constrained CCA method (PCCA)28 has also been proposed for SSVEP frequency recognition. The PCCA
method achieved signiﬁcant accuracy improvement
in comparison with the CCA method, by embedding
the phase information estimated from training data
into the reference signals. However, the procedures
of reference signal optimization in both the MwayCCA and PCCA methods are not completely based
on training data but still need to resort to the preconstructed sine-cosine waves.
In the present study, we introduce a multiset canonical correlation analysis (MsetCCA)-based
method to reference signal optimization for SSVEP
frequency recognition. MsetCCA was developed as
an extension of CCA to ﬁnd multiple linear transforms that maximize the overall correlation among
canonical variates from multiple sets of random variables.29 Recently, MsetCCA has been successfully
applied to the joint blind source separation of multisubject fMRI data,30,31 the functional connectivity
analysis of fMRI data,32 and also the fusion of concurrent single trial ERP and fMRI data.33 In this
study, the proposed MsetCCA method implements
reference signal optimization for SSVEP frequency
recognition through extracting SSVEP common features from the joint spatial ﬁltering of multiple sets of
EEG data recorded at the same stimulus frequency.
Diﬀerent from the MwayCCA and the PCCA methods, the procedure of reference signal optimization
in the MsetCCA method is completely based on
training data. EEG data recorded from 10 healthy
subjects are used to validate the MsetCCA method
in comparison with the CCA, the MwayCCA and
the PCCA methods. Experimental results indicate
that the proposed MsetCCA method outperforms
the three competing methods for SSVEP recognition,
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especially for a small number of channels and a
short TW.

from 4 to 45 Hz was implemented on the recorded
EEG signals before further analysis.
2.2. CCA for SSVEP recognition

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Experiments and EEG recordings
The experiments were performed by 10 healthy subjects (S1–S10, aged from 21 to 27, all males) who
received their remuneration. All of them had normal
or corrected to normal vision. In the experiments,
the subjects were seated in a comfortable chair 60 cm
from a standard 17 inch CRT monitor (85 Hz refresh
rate, 1024×768 screen resolution) in a shielded room.
Four red squares were presented on the screen as
stimuli (see Fig. 1(a)) and ﬂickered at four diﬀerent
frequencies 6, 8, 9 and 10 Hz, respectively. There were
20 experimental runs completed by each subject. In
each run, the subject was asked to focus attention on
each of the four stimuli once for 4 s, respectively, preceded by each target cue duration of 2 s. A total of 80
trials (4 trials in each run) were therefore performed
by each subject.
EEG signals were recorded by using the Nuamps
ampliﬁer (NuAmp, Neuroscan, Inc.) at 250 Hz sampling rate with high-pass and low-pass ﬁlters of 0.1
and 70 Hz from 30 channels arranged according to
standard positions of the 10–20 international system (see Fig. 1(b)). The average of two mastoid
electrodes (A1, A2) was used as reference and the
electrode on the forehead (GND) as ground. With a
sixth-order Butterworth ﬁlter, a band-pass ﬁltering

As a multivariate statistical method, canonical correlation analysis (CCA)34 explores the underlying correlation between two sets of data. Given two sets of
random variables X ∈ RI1 ×J and Y ∈ RI2 ×J , which
are normalized to have zero mean and unit variance,
CCA is to seek a pair of linear transforms wx ∈ RI1
and wy ∈ RI2 such that the correlation between linear combinations x̃ = wxT X and ỹ = wyT Y is maximized as
E[x̃ỹT ]
max ρ = 
wx ,wy
E[x̃x̃T ]E[ỹỹT ]
wxT XYT wy
= 
.
wxT XXT wx wyT YYT wy

The maximum of correlation coeﬃcient ρ with
respect to wx and wy is the maximum canonical correlation.
A CCA-based frequency recognition method21
was ﬁrst introduced by Lin et al. to SSVEP-based
BCI. The CCA method provided better recognition
performance than that of the PSDA since it delivered an optimization for the combination of multiple
channels to improve the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).
Assume our aim is to recognize the target frequency
(i.e. SSVEP frequency) from M stimulus frequencies
in an SSVEP-based BCI. X̂ ∈ RC×P (C channels ×P

(a)

Fig. 1.

(1)

(b)

(Color online) (a) Experimental layout and (b) channel conﬁguration for EEG recordings.
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time points) is a test data set consisted of EEG
signals from C channels with P time points in each
channel. Ym ∈ R2H×P is a pre-constructed reference signal set at the mth stimulus frequency fm
(m = 1, 2, . . . , M ) and is formed by a series of sinecosine waves as


sin(2πfm t)
 cos(2πf t) 

m



1 2
P


.
..
Ym = 
, t = , , . . . , , (2)


F F
F


 sin(2πHfm t) 
cos(2πHfm t)
where H is the number of harmonics and F denotes
the sampling rate. Solving the maximal correlation
coeﬃcient ρm between X̂ and Ym (m = 1, 2, . . . , M )
by (1), the SSVEP frequency is then recognized by
fˆ = arg max ρm ,
fm

m = 1, 2, . . . , M.

(3)

objective function of correlation matrix of the canonical variates.30–33 The ﬁve most discussed objective functions29,35 for MsetCCA are: (1) SUMCOR,
maximize the sum of all entries in the correlation
matrix; (2) SSQCOR, maximize the sum of squares
of all entries in the correlation matrix; (3) MAXVAR, maximize the largest eigenvalue of the correlation matrix; (4) MINVAR, minimize the smallest
eigenvalue of the correlation matrix; (5) GENVAR,
minimize the determinant of the correlation matrix.
All of the ﬁve objective functions yield similar results
on a group dataset.30 This study adopts the MAXVAR approach to solve MsetCCA, since it provides
a natural extension of CCA to multiple sets.32,36
Assume we have multiple sets of random variables
Xi ∈ RIi ×J (i = 1, 2, . . . , N ) that are normalized to
have zero mean and unit variance. The MAXVAR
objective function for maximization of the overall
correlation among canonical variates from them is
deﬁned as

2.3. MsetCCA for SSVEP recognition

N

Good performance of the CCA-based recognition method has been conﬁrmed by many studies
on SSVEP-based BCIs.24,25 However, the preconstructed reference signals of sine-cosine waves
often do not result in the optimal recognition accuracy of SSVEP frequency due to their lack of important information contained in the real EEG data.
We consider that some common features should be
shared by a set of trials recorded at a certain stimulus
frequency on a same subject. Such common features
contained in the real EEG data could be more natural reference signals in contrast to sine-cosine waves
for SSVEP frequency recognition of a test set. Motivated by this idea, we propose a method based on
MsetCCA to extract the common features for reference signal optimization as a sophisticated calibration procedure followed by the SSVEP frequency
recognition using CCA, and hence to improve the
recognition accuracy further. The optimal reference
signals are ﬁrst learned by MsetCCA from the joint
spatial ﬁltering of multiple sets of EEG training data
for each of the stimulus frequencies, and are subsequently used instead of sine-cosine waves in the CCA
method for SSVEP frequency recognition.
MsetCCA is a generalization of CCA to more
than two sets of data, which maximizes the overall correlation among canonical variates from multiple sets of random variables through optimizing the

wiT Xi XT
j wj

ρ=

max

w1 ,...,wN

i=j

1
N

s.t.

N

wiT Xi XT
i wi = 1.

(4)

i=1

With the method of Lagrange multipliers, the maximization in (4) can be transformed into the following
generalized eigenvalue problem
(R − S)w = ρSw,
where



X1 XT
1
 .
R=
 ..

...
..
.

(5)


X1 XT
N
.. 

. ,

XN XT
. . . XN XT
1
N


T
X1 X1 . . .
0
 .
.. 
..

S=
.
. ,
 ..


0


. . . XN XT
N

w1
 . 

w=
 .. .
wN
Then, linear transforms w1 , w2 , . . . , wN resulting in the largest overall canonical correlation
among the multiple canonical variates z̃i = wiT Xi
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(i = 1, 2, . . . , N ) are given by eigenvectors corresponding to the largest generalized eigenvalue.
Assume X1,m , X2,m , . . . , XN,m ∈ RC×P (C channels ×P time points) denote EEG data sets recorded
from N experimental training trials at the mth stimulus frequency fm . MsetCCA is implemented to
ﬁnd multiple linear transforms (i.e. spatial ﬁlters)
w1,m , w2,m , . . . , wN,m that result in the maximization of overall correlation among the canonical variates z̃1,m , z̃2,m , . . . , z̃N,m , with the joint spatial ﬁlT
Xi,m (i = 1, 2, . . . , N ). These
tering z̃i,m = wi,m
obtained canonical variates represent the common
features shared among multiple sets of training data,
which are assumed to reﬂect more accurately the
real SSVEP characteristics than the artiﬁcial sinecosine waves do. The optimized reference signal set
at stimulus frequency fm is then constructed by the

combination of canonical variates as
T
T
T
Ym = [z̃T
1,m , z̃2,m , . . . , z̃N,m ] .

(6)

After the aforementioned calibration procedure of
reference signals optimization, the maximal correlation coeﬃcient ρm between a new test data set
X̂ ∈ RC×P and each of the optimized reference signal sets Ym ∈ RN ×P (m = 1, 2, . . . , M ) is computed by CCA in (1). The SSVEP frequency is then
recognized according to (3). Figure 2 illustrates the
proposed frequency recognition method based on
MsetCCA. Matlab code is available on request.
2.4. MwayCCA for SSVEP recognition
One method of MwayCCA introduced in our
previous study26,27 also considers to improve the

Reference Signal Optimization
Optimization for Reference Signals at the
m-th Stimulus Frequency fm by MsetCCA

MAXVAR at fm

MsetCCA

MsetCCA

MsetCCA

CCA

CCA

CCA

SSVEP Frequency Recognition

Fig. 2. Illustration of the MsetCCA-based method for SSVEP frequency recognition. X1,m , . . . , XN,m ∈ RC×P denote
the EEG training data sets recorded from N experimental trials at the mth stimulus frequency fm (m = 1, 2, . . . , M ). Multiple linear transforms (i.e. spatial ﬁlters) w1,m , . . . , wN,m are found by MsetCCA with the objective function MAXVAR
T
on the training data. Canonical variates are then computed through z̃i,m = wi,m
Xi,m (i = 1, 2, . . . , N ) and combined as
formula (6) to form the optimized reference signal set Ym ∈ RN ×P at fm . Regarding a new test data set X̂ ∈ RC×P ,
the maximal correlation coeﬃcient between X̂ and each of Ym (m = 1, 2, . . . , M ) is computed by CCA in formula (1).
The SSVEP frequency in X̂ is then recognized by formula (3).
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recognition accuracy of SSVEP frequency through
a calibration procedure of reference signal optimization. Diﬀerent from the MsetCCA method proposed
in this study, the MwayCCA method implements reference signal optimization by collaboratively maximizing correlation between the multiple dimensions
of EEG tensor data and the pre-constructed sinecosine waves. Consider a three-way tensor Xm =
(X )i1 ,i2 ,i3 ∈ RC×P ×N (C channels× P time points×
N trials) constructed by EEG data from N experimental training trials at the mth stimulus frequency
(m = 1, 2, . . . , M ) and an original reference signal set
Ym ∈ R2H×P constructed as (2). The MwayCCA
method seeks three linear transforms w1,m ∈ RC ,
w3,m ∈ RN and vm ∈ R2H to maximize the correlation between linear combinations z̃m = Xm ×1
T
T
T
w1,m
×3 w3,m
and ỹm = vm
Ym as
T
]
E[z̃m ỹm
ρm = 
.
T
T]
w1,m ,w3,m ,vm
E[z̃m z̃m ]E[ỹm ỹm

max

(7)

X ×k wT denotes the kth way projection of a tensor with a vector and its deﬁnition can be found in
literature.26 The optimization problem in (7) can be
solved by alternating CCAs.26
After obtaining the optimal linear transforms, we
compute the canonical variate z̃m as the optimized
reference signal at stimulus frequency fm . The maximal correlation coeﬃcient ρm between a new test
data set X̂ ∈ RC×P and each of the optimized reference signal z̃m (m = 1, 2, . . . , M ) is computed by
CCA in (1). The SSVEP frequency of a test set is
then recognized by (3) again.
2.5. PCCA for SSVEP recognition
PCCA28 has been recently proposed for SSVEP frequency recognition. In the PCCA method, SSVEP
response phase that estimated from the apparent
latency of training data is adopted as a constraint
on the pre-constructed reference signals in the CCA
method. The constrained reference signals more
eﬀectively captures the phase information of SSVEP
frequency, and hence signiﬁcantly improves recognition accuracy of the CCA method.
The SSVEP response phase φr is proportional to
the stimulus frequency
φr (fm ) = −L · fm · 360◦ ,

(8)

where L denotes the apparent latency that is ﬁxed
for all the stimulus frequencies fm (m = 1, 2, . . . , M )

and can be estimated from the EEG training data
based on SSVEP phase φs .37 The SSVEP phase
φs (fm ) at the stimulus frequency fm is computed by
discrete Fourier transform of EEG signal from channel Oz at fm . The diﬀerence between φs and φr is a
multiple of 360◦ as
φr (fm ) = φs (fm ) − n(fm ) · 360◦ ,

(9)

where n(fm ) is an integer depending on the stimulus
frequency fm . According to (8) and (9), we obtain
n(fm ) = L · fm + φs (fm )/360◦. The apparent latency
L is then determined through an exhaustive search
procedure based on weighting least-squares ﬁt. With
the estimated L, the SSVEP response phase φr (fm )
(m = 1, 2, . . . , M ) can be derived from (8). The optimized reference signal set at stimulus frequency fm
is obtained by adding φr (fm ) as a constraint to the
pre-constructed sine-cosine waves. The SSVEP frequency of a test set is then recognized by using (1)
and (3) again. More details about the PCCA method
can be found in literature.28
2.6. Experimental evaluation
In this study, the proposed MsetCCA method is
compared with the CCA method,21 the MwayCCA
method26 and the PCCA method,28 to validate its
eﬀectiveness for SSVEP frequency recognition.
Since the occipital and parietal scalp areas have
been demonstrated to contribute most to the SSVEP
frequency recognition,21,24 only eight channels P7,
P3, Pz, P4, P8, O1, Oz and O2 are used for analysis
in this study.
For the MsetCCA, the MwayCCA and the PCCA
methods, leave-one-run-out cross-validation is implemented to evaluate the average recognition accuracy.
More speciﬁcally, the data from 19 runs (4 trials
in each run) are used as training data for reference
signal optimization while the data from the left-out
run for validation. This procedure is repeated for 20
times such that each run serves once for validation.
For the CCA method, the average recognition accuracy is evaluated on the direct validation of 20 runs.
3.

Results

Since the number of harmonics H is required to be
pre-deﬁned for the CCA, the PCCA and the MwayCCA methods, we ﬁrst investigate eﬀects of varying
H on the frequency recognition accuracy. Figure 3
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Fig. 3. Averaged SSVEP recognition accuracies derived by the CCA, PCCA, MwayCCA and MsetCCA methods, respectively, with the number of harmonics H = 1, 2, 3 and TWs from 1 to 4 s. Here eight channels P7, P3, Pz, P4, P8, O1, Oz
and O2 were used. The errorbar denotes the standard deviation of accuracy on all the 10 subjects. Note that recognition
accuracies obtained with H = 1, 2, 3 are exactly the same as each other for the MsetCCA method, since it does not require
pre-deﬁned H but automatically estimate the optimal SSVEP features from the training data.

shows the averaged SSVEP recognition accuracies
obtained by the CCA, the PCCA, the MwayCCA
and the MsetCCA methods with H from 1 to 3 at
various TWs, respectively. Note that the proposed
MsetCCA method did not require the pre-deﬁned
H, and hence derived the exactly same accuracy
for H = 1, 2 and 3. The statistical analysis results
of accuracy diﬀerences evaluated by paired-sample
t-test are summarized in Table 1. For H = 1, 2
and 3, the MsetCCA method achieved the best frequency recognition accuracy at all the four TWs.
The CCA, the PCCA and the MwayCCA methods
yielded higher accuracies with H = 2 and 3 in contrast to H = 1 while no big accuracy change was
found for the three methods in increasing H from 2
to 3. Thus, we choose H = 2 for the CCA, the PCCA
and the MwayCCA methods in further analysis.

With ﬁxed H = 2, eﬀects of varying the number
of channels C on the frequency recognition accuracy
are further studied. Figure 4 shows averaged SSVEP
recognition accuracies obtained by the four methods with C = 4, 6 and 8 at various TWs, respectively. Table 2 summarizes the statistical analysis
results of accuracy diﬀerences evaluated by pairedsample t-test. For C = 4, 6 and 8, the MsetCCA
method derived better frequency recognition accuracies than the other three methods, especially when
using a small number of channels and a short
TW. For instance, the MsetCCA method signiﬁcantly outperformed the CCA, the PCCA and the
MwayCCA methods with C = 4 at the TW of
1 s (MsetCCA > CCA: p < 0.001, MsetCCA >
PCCA: p < 0.005, MsetCCA > MwayCCA: p <
0.05).
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Table 1. Statistical analysis results of accuracy diﬀerence between the MsetCCA
and each of the CCA, PCCA, MwayCCA with diﬀerent numbers of harmonics H
at various TWs, respectively.
TW
Method comparison

1s

2s

3s

4s

H=1
MsetCCA versus CCA
MsetCCA versus PCCA
MsetCCA versus MwayCCA

p < 0.001
p < 0.01
p < 0.05

p < 0.001
p < 0.05
p < 0.05

p < 0.001
p < 0.01
p = 0.28

p < 0.001
p < 0.005
p < 0.05

H=2
MsetCCA versus CCA
MsetCCA versus PCCA
MsetCCA versus MwayCCA

p < 0.005
p < 0.05
p = 0.19

p < 0.05
p < 0.01
p = 0.46

p < 0.05
p < 0.05
p = 0.21

p < 0.005
p < 0.005
p = 0.51

H=3
MsetCCA versus CCA
MsetCCA versus PCCA
MsetCCA versus MwayCCA

p < 0.005
p < 0.01
p = 0.15

p < 0.005
p < 0.005
p = 0.61

p < 0.005
p < 0.05
p = 0.23

p < 0.001
p < 0.005
p = 0.46
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Fig. 4. Averaged SSVEP recognition accuracies derived by the CCA, PCCA, MwayCCA and MsetCCA methods, respectively, with the number of channels C = 4, 6, 8 and TWs from 1 to 4 s. C = 4: P3, P4, O1 and O2; C = 6: P7, P3, P4,
P8, O1 and O2; C = 8: P7, P3, Pz, P4, P8, O1, Oz and O2. Here the number of harmonics H = 2. The errorbar denotes
the standard deviation of accuracy on all the 10 subjects.
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Table 2. Statistical analysis results of accuracy diﬀerence between the MsetCCA
and each of the CCA, PCCA, MwayCCA with diﬀerent numbers of channels C
at various TWs, respectively.
TW
Method comparison

1s

2s

3s

4s

C=4
MsetCCA versus CCA
MsetCCA versus PCCA
MsetCCA versus MwayCCA

p < 0.001
p < 0.005
p < 0.05

p < 0.005
p < 0.005
p = 0.36

p < 0.005
p < 0.005
p < 0.05

p < 0.005
p < 0.005
p < 0.05

C=6
MsetCCA versus CCA
MsetCCA versus PCCA
MsetCCA versus MwayCCA

p < 0.001
p < 0.01
p < 0.05

p < 0.01
p = 0.086
p = 0.67

p < 0.005
p < 0.05
p = 0.10

p < 0.01
p < 0.005
p < 0.05

C=8
MsetCCA versus CCA
MsetCCA versus PCCA
MsetCCA versus MwayCCA

p < 0.001
p < 0.005
p < 0.05

p < 0.05
p < 0.01
p = 0.46

p < 0.05
p < 0.05
p = 0.21

p < 0.005
p < 0.005
p = 0.51
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Fig. 5. SSVEP recognition accuracies derived by the CCA, PCCA, MwayCCA and MsetCCA methods, respectively, for
each of the 10 subjects. Here the number of harmonics H is 2 for the CCA, the PCCA, the MwayCCA methods, the
number of channels C is 4. The averaged accuracies is shown in the subﬁgure with C = 4 of Fig. 4.

Figure 5 depicts the subject-wise accuracy with
the number of channels C = 4. For most subjects, the
MsetCCA method yielded higher accuracy than the
other three methods at various TWs. Figure 6 further

shows the SSVEP recognition accuracy averaged on
all subjects at each of the four stimulus frequencies for the four methods, respectively. For all of
the four stimulus frequencies, the MsetCCA method
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Fig. 6. SSVEP recognition accuracies obtained by the CCA, PCCA, MwayCCA and MsetCCA methods, respectively,
with diﬀerent time window lengths (TWs), for each of the four stimulus frequencies, averaged on all subjects. Here the
number of harmonics H is 2 for the CCA, the PCCA, the MwayCCA methods, the number of channels C is 4.

consistently outperformed the other three competing
methods.
In summary, the aforementioned results indicate
that the proposed MsetCCA method is promising
for the development of SSVEP-based BCIs with high
performance.

4.

Discussion

For EEG classiﬁcation or detection, many researches
have conﬁrmed that a sophisticated calibration
with appropriate analysis method could signiﬁcantly
improve the accuracy.38 – 57 In this study, instead of
directly using pre-constructed sine-cosine waves as
reference signals in the CCA method for SSVEP frequency recognition, all the PCCA, the MwayCCA
and the MsetCCA methods consider to improve the
accuracy through optimizing the reference signals
from training data. The optimization procedure of
reference signals in the MsetCCA method is completely based on the training data, whereas those
in both the PCCA and the MwayCCA methods
still need to resort to the pre-constructed sine-cosine
waves. The MsetCCA method learns multiple linear

transforms through the maximization of overall correlation among canonical variates, which provides a
novel approach to extract SSVEP common features
from the joint spatial ﬁltering of multiple experimental trials at the same stimulus frequency. Recently,
the positive impact of common features on classiﬁcation has been suggested by Zhou et al.58 In our study,
the extracted common features are combined to form
the optimized reference signals for robust recognition of SSVEP frequency. As an example, Fig. 7
illustrates superiority of the reference signals learned
from MsetCCA over the sine-cosine waves for SSVEP
recognition. The reference signal set constructed by
the common features more accurately captured the
harmonic feature in test data than the sine-cosine
waves did. This characteristic assisted in accurately
recognizing the SSVEP frequency.
Another important advantage of the MsetCCA
method is that it does not require the pre-deﬁned
number of harmonics H. For the CCA, the PCCA
and the MwayCCA methods, the pre-deﬁned H
is necessary since their recognition procedures are
based on the pre-constructed sine-cosine waves. Bin
et al.24 reported that the second and third harmonics
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Fig. 7. Illustration for superiority of the reference signals learned from MsetCCA over the sine-cosine waves for SSVEP
recognition. The reference signals (i.e. common features) extracted by MsetCCA more accurately captured the harmonic
feature in test data than the sine-cosine waves did.

of SSVEP had no signiﬁcant impact on the recognition accuracy, whereas Müller-Putz et al.17 conﬁrmed that the use of higher harmonics as features
indeed improved the recognition accuracy. Some
existing SSVEP-based BCIs20,21,25 adopted more
than one harmonic (i.e. fundamental frequency) for
SSVEP frequency recognition while some others used
the fundamental frequency only.11,23,28 It can be seen
that the decision of the optimal H is still based on
experience, which may hardly give the best recognition accuracy for all subjects. In this study, the
proposed MsetCCA method provided an eﬀective
optimization procedure for automatical estimation
of the subject-speciﬁc SSVEP features with accurate
harmonics from multi-trial EEG training data.
It is worth noting that reference signal optimization using the MsetCCA method can be eﬃciently
implemented without complicated pre-processing.
Under the computation environment of Matlab
R2011a on a laptop with 1.20 GHz CPU, the computational time of optimization procedure is 0.357 s
for the MsetCCA method, 1.475 s for the MwayCCA
method and 3.091 s for the PCCA method, when
using a TW of 4 s on four candidate stimulus frequencies. The computational cost is negligible in contrast
to the time cost for training data recording. After
optimizing the reference signals, SSVEP frequency

recognition based on CCA can be eﬃciently executed
in 0.0056 s.
The number of reference signals learned from the
proposed MsetCCA method depends on the number of trials used in the training stage. Use of insufﬁcient training trials could hardly learn eﬀective
reference signals, whereas use of too many training trials could introduce unavoidable redundancy
into reference signals as well as additional memory
and computational requirements for SSVEP recognition. To investigate this potential problem, Fig. 8
shows the averaged accuracy and computational time
for SSVEP recognition in using CCA with diﬀerent
numbers of training trials for reference signal optimization by MsetCCA. The overall trend of accuracy was improved with the increase in the number
of training trials. However, the accuracy did not
change too much when more than 10 training trials were used. This result implies an appropriate
selection of the number of reference signals (i.e. the
number of training trials) could eﬀectively reduce
the requirement for training data without signiﬁcant decrease in recognition accuracy. Hence, how
to decide the optimal number of reference signals in
the MsetCCA method is worthy of our further study.
On the other hand, the computational time was still
in several milliseconds due to the high eﬃciency of
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Experimental results with EEG data from 10 healthy
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method outperformed the CCA method at the cost of
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and PCCA. Future study will investigate eﬀectiveness of the MsetCCA method on a wide range of
stimulus frequencies.
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Fig. 8. Averaged accuracy and computational time for
SSVEP recognition in using CCA with diﬀerent numbers
of reference signals learned from MsetCCA (i.e. by using
diﬀerent numbers of training trials). Here, the number of
channels C = 4, TW is 4 s.

CCA although it increased with the increase in the
number of training trials. Therefore, the computational time of recognition procedure in the MsetCCA
method is negligible with an appropriate number of
training trials.
In summary, with a sophisticated calibration of
reference signals from training data, the proposed
MsetCCA method signiﬁcantly improved the recognition accuracy of SSVEP frequency in contrast to
the popularly used CCA method. It should be noted
that the CCA method is still preferred for development of a zero-training SSVEP-based BCI when
training time reduction is considered more important than recognition accuracy improvement, since
it does not require training data for reference signal optimization. However, we strongly prefer the
MsetCCA method in development of an improved
SSVEP-based BCI with high performance, especially
when the recognition accuracy is considered as the
primary factor.
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